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“An  invaluable resource for anyone who wants a better understanding of relationships between 
religion and the development of the modern world* It is already a required textbook in my 
religion and colonialism classes/'
Philip P. Arnold, Associate Professor of Religion, Syracuse University, USA

“This is an important and needed addition to an important cultural inquiry/'
Charles H. Long, Professor Emeritus, History of Religions, University of California, Santa Barbara, USA

“Think we've moved beyond multiple colonial contaminations in our globalizing world? Think 
again! Readjennifer Reid's invaluable record of how philosophical and vehement religiosity, 
the long events and tentacles of colonial domination infiltrate our dreams of globalizations 
and new agendas/'
David Carrasco, Neil L. Rudenstine Professor of the Study of Latin America, Department of Anthropology, 
Harvard Divinity School, USA

“Worthy of a wide and mixed readership: it is sophisticated in conceptualization; creative in 
organization and categorizations; and smart and strategic in selection of sources*"
Vincent L. Wimbush, Director, Institute for Signifying Scriptures, USA

Religion, Postcolonialism and Globalization: A Sourcebook shows how the roots of our globalized world 
run deeper than the 1980s or even the end of WWII, tracing back to 15th century European colonial 
expansion through which the 'modern world system" came into existence.

The Sourcebook is divided into four sections, each with a critical introduction by the editor, a series of 
readings, and discussion questions based on the readings. Canonical readings in religion, globalization 
and postcolonialism are paired with lesser-known texts in order to invite critical analysis. Extracts 
explored include work by Max Weber, Edward Said, David Chidester, and Kant, as well as political 
documents such as the British Parliament's 1813 Act regarding the East India Company. Sources range 
from the origins of the common phrase "jihad vs. McWorld" in the work of Benjamin Barber, to personal 
essays reflecting religious responses to globalization.

Focusing on a history of religions approach, Religion, Postcolonialism, 
and Globalization provides an alternative to existing sociological work 
on religion and globalization. Guidance on useful web resources can 
be found on the book's webpage.

Jennifer Reid is Professor of Religion at the University of Maine 
Farmington, USA. Her research interest is primarily in methodology 
in the study of religion and she has published extensively on issues 
relating to the relationship between indigenous and nomindigenous 
peoples in modernity and late-modernity.


